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National Briefs
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress is nearing a final reprise in its spring legislative session. The Senate, for its part, has completed the chamber's business, and the House is close to finishing its work for the session. The two chambers are expected to consider several major bills today, including legislation to extend the deadlines for the state's budget and to fund the state's transportation needs.

Gas Restored To Joplin
JOPLIN, Mo. (AP) — Gas service has been restored to the Joplin area, and restoration efforts are continuing after a gas main explosion caused widespread damage to the city. At least 10 people were injured in the explosion, and several homes and businesses were damaged. The cause of the explosion is under investigation.

Bomber Kills Berkeley Man
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) — A man was killed in a bombing in Berkeley, Calif., overnight. The man, who was a local resident, was found dead in his apartment after a bomb explosion. The bomb was reportedly set off by a local resident who was upset about a recent police raid in the area.

Tax Mike 'Not Inevitable'
WASHINGTON (AP) — A tax on executive salaries was introduced in the House of Representatives today. The bill, which would impose a tax on executive salaries over $500,000, is expected to be debated and voted on this week. The bill's sponsor, a Democrat, said the tax is necessary to address the growing income inequality in the country.

Skyjacker's Condition Good
NEW YORK (AP) — A man who was held captive by a group ofSkyjackers is in good condition after being rescued by the FBI. TheSkyjackers had hijacked a hijacked plane and threatened to bomb it unless their demands were met. The FBI successfully谈判并解除了危机。

Auto Excise Tax Refunded
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate has passed a bill to refund millions of dollars in auto excise taxes. The bill, which was introduced by a Republican, is expected to be signed into law by the president.

Blacks Plan Convention
WASHINGTON (AP) — A group of black civil rights leaders is planning a convention to address issues facing the black community. The convention, which is expected to be held next month, will bring together leaders from across the country to discuss strategies for addressing issues such as police brutality and economic inequality.

Reds Linked To Gun Curbs
WASHINGTON (AP) — A report released today indicates that a group of Reds linked to gun curbs is planning to start a national campaign to address gun control issues. The group, which was founded by a former FBI agent, is expected to launch a national campaign to address gun control issues in the coming weeks.

Threat Closes Art Exhibit
WASHINGTON (AP) — An art exhibit in Washington, D.C., was closed after a threat was made against the gallery. The gallery, which is located in the heart of Washington, D.C., was forced to temporarily close its doors after a threat was made against the gallery.

Nixon Honors Black Aids
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon today honored a group of black AIDS activists for their work in the fight against the disease. The group, which includes activists from across the country, was honored for their dedication to addressing the ongoing crisis.

Gossip Column
by Bob Adams Sloan

The news this week has been dominated by the ongoing political scandal, with allegations of corruption and abuse of power. The President's close associates are facing intense scrutiny, and the fallout from the scandal continues to ripple through the administration. The President's approval ratings have sunk to new lows, and his popularity has taken a重大打击.
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Editorials

Should Progress Be Postponed

An editorial article discussing the potential postponement of progress and the considerations involved. It raises questions about the necessity of immediate action versus the feasibility of delayed steps.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Court Critic

An article critiquing the court system, highlighting issues such as fairness, efficiency, and public perception. It delves into the challenges faced by the legal system and suggests possible solutions.

Bob Considine

Quotation—Gossip: Suggested Readings

A piece offering thoughts and recommendations on topics of interest, possibly including news articles, books, or other forms of media.

Bruce Blossat

Challenge To Youth

An article addressing challenges faced by youth, possibly discussing the impact of social issues, educational barriers, or other factors affecting young people.

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Chieng Embittered By Nixon Moves

An article discussing the embittered reactions of Chieng towards Nixon's actions, possibly examining political conflicts or diplomatic impacts.

One-Fourth of Mankind

An article possibly providing insights or analysis on the demographic or social aspects of one-fourth of humanity, potentially including statistics, trends, or cultural observations.

State Editors Say

Texas Redistricting

An article discussing recent developments regarding Texas redistricting, possibly addressing legal, political, or demographic implications.

Thoughts

Billy Graham

An article or commentary by Billy Graham, possibly reflecting on spiritual or moral perspectives, offering advice, or sharing insights into personal or societal matters.

*Note: The text is a composite sample and does not reflect the full content of the original document.*
From Marlboro to America's low tar and nicotine cigarette smokers -

Lighter in taste, low in tar.

Some people prefer the taste of a low tar and nicotine cigarette. For them, we've made Marlboro Lights.

Marlboro Lights - the new low tar cigarette from America's fastest-growing brand.
Vikings Beatable, Ice Storm Isn’t

By JOHN HEINZ

The good people in the Vikings’ organization have always said that the best way to control the game against Detroit was to turn the game into a low-scoring one. They’ve done that in their last two meetings, with the Vikings winning by scores of 7-0 and 10-0.

But this time, the Vikings are playing against a team that is in the midst of a downslide. The Lions are 5-5-1, and their last three losses have come by a total of 21-14 to the Giants, 28-24 to the Cowboys, and 24-17 to the Rams.

The Lions have been hit by injuries to key players, and their defense has been inconsistent. The Vikings are confident that they can take advantage of these weaknesses.

Hornets Zoom Into 4th Spot

By JOHN HEINZ

The Hornets have taken control of the fourth spot in the standings, and they are now a game ahead of the Las Vegas Aces in the search for a playoff berth.

The Hornets have won three straight games, and they have a chance to make a statement in the coming weeks. They are playing well, and they have the talent to make a run.

Okarche Pin Team Wins

By JOHN HEINZ

The Okarche Pin Team has won three straight games, and they are now in first place in the standings.

The Okarche Pin Team has been playing well, and they have the talent to make a run. They are a team to watch in the coming weeks.

Bucks Slip By Bullets

By JOHN HEINZ

The Bucks were unable to hold off the Bullets in a close game, losing 103-100.

The Bullets played well, and they were able to make a late charge to secure the victory. The Bucks will need to play better if they want to make a run in the playoffs.

State Roadsign Designer Is Dead

By JOHN HEINZ

The state roadsign designer, who had been with the department for 30 years, passed away last week.

The designer was known for his creative and effective designs, and he will be missed by everyone at the department.

Kristofferson Concert Includes Best, Worst

By JOHN HEINZ

The Kristofferson concert was a huge success, with the best and worst moments of his career on full display.

The concert was a sellout, and the crowd was energized. Kristofferson played all of his biggest hits, as well as some lesser-known songs that were well-received.

Stolen Funds Banked By Federal Prisoner

By JOHN HEINZ

A federal prisoner has been arrested for stealing funds from a bank.

The prisoner was caught red-handed, and the stolen funds were quickly recovered. The prisoner is expected to face charges in the coming weeks.

February Drive Seeks Volunteers

By JOHN HEINZ

The February Drive is seeking volunteers for the upcoming event.

The drive is an annual event that collects donations for a local charity. Volunteers are needed to help collect donations and run the event.

LEASING

Blackwood Business College

Call American Investments Ltd. 280-5267
Prison Reforms Often Produce New Horrors

Prison Glossary

Not Half-Safe

The wall up to the left: "The United States has never decided what it wants to do."

Pancho's Mexican Buffet

9211 North Penn Place
Philadelphia, PA 19141

Read the JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADS every day. If your name appears in an ad announcing that you have won a FREE DINNER FOR 2 at PANCHOS MEXICAN BUFFET, all you need to do is....

CALL 672-3322
Ask for Mike Smith
Here's where most folks over 65 find out...too late...what Medicare does not pay...

Now, for just $1 for your first month's protection, you can examine 'on approval' this sensible, affordable Plan! New Elder-Care pays you up to $50,000 Tax-Free Cash! It covers every hospital expense that Hospital Medicare leaves out, except the initial deductible:
- only $3 a month after the first month!
- no age limit
- no health questions
- all pre-existing conditions are covered!
Your first month is only $1. And you get your dollar back if you're not completely satisfied.

MEDICARE IS GREAT—BUT...

Wake up friends. Blessing that it is, please realize that Medicare isn't everything many folks suppose. It has gaps—deductibles, copayments and changes in medical practice. Recent changes have increased those gaps. The Government runs your plan and may make a cost-shock in this out too late. Today, more with Hospital Medicare, a long stay at these facilities could leave you with cropping financials.

DON'T LEARN THE FACTS THE HARD WAY!

After your last trip, it's a little late to learn. Medicare today you pay the initial deductible for each benefit period. That's just $65 of hospital expenses. Then from the 1st day of the period you pay $17 a day. After 90 days it increases to $34 a day—$12 a week, $232 a month. That's what you must pay. Plus you'll be charging your own hospital bill. It's a shock when you find out what you're responsible for.

ARE YOUR PARENTS OVER 65? READ THIS!

Right now you have an opportunity to help your parents avoid future medical problems. Get them a hospital policy that will provide the financial security they need.

MAIL BEFORE MIDNIGHT, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1972

TO:UILIAGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
150 NORTH LURAY AVENUE
MULTIPLIYOVILLE, P.I. 19602

SUBJECT: HOSPITAL MEDICARE PROTECTION

NAME: ____________________________
ADDRESS: _________________________
CITY: _____________________________
STATE: ___________________________
DATE OF BIRTH: ___________ D.M.Y.

O HOW MUCH DO YOU PAY FOR YOUR MEDICARE COVERED HOSPITAL STAY?

Elder-Care pays up to $50,000 Tax-Free cash in three cases:
1. If you are hospitalized for 90 days in any one benefit period; or
2. If, as a result of the illness that caused the first 90 days of hospitalization, you are confined to a skilled nursing facility for 100 days or more in the same benefit period; or
3. If you become hospice care
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3. If you become hospice care

The Social Security Administration estimates that only 5% of the population will ever use hospital services. Why pay less than half of your hospital bill? Why not gain the assurance that you'll be covered for all hospital expenses? New Elder-Care Plan is the only plan that offers you this assurance.

Every day brings with it another health problem. The chances of needing medical care are growing. The average cost of hospital care is rising. The need for adequate hospital coverage is greater than ever.

SEND $1 FOR YOUR FIRST MONTH'S PROTECTION NOW, AND PAY ONLY $3 A MONTH AFTER THE FIRST MONTH!
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